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Unlock your financial abundance now! You were taught that Jesus is the answer
to every problem you have and will have in the future, this is partially true. We all
know that Jesus paid the price for our sin by dying on a cross, and by
resurrecting on the 3rd day but the price He paid cannot belong to you unless
you accept it. Likewise, your financial abundance was paid for through Jesus'
death, burial and resurrection but you have to accept it in order to live in it. This
book gives you practical steps and spiritual principles which, when acted upon,
will help you to accept the financial abundance that Jesus paid for, today. You
will finally understand: - The true purpose of money - What the "blessing" actually
is - What role the Holy Spirit plays in your finances - Why financial abundance is
important - Why Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and others were financially abundant and MORE
You hold in your hands a clear, practical guide to reorganizing your finances so
that you can obtain true financial freedom and wealth in your life. The Coming
Financial Revolution is based upon biblical principles, teaching you how to have
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more money, but more importantly, how to do the right thing with it. This book
will: Give you practical tools to effectively manage your money. Show you the
basics of good money management. Help you understand how to create a
budget. Teach you how to manage credit debt. Explain the best ways to invest.
Show you how to plan your estate.
About this Book . . . Are you ready for a Divine encounter with the Holy Spirit?
Well, this book will prayerfully guide you to those Sacred Pathways, that will
ultimately lead you to discover, the Secret to your Life’s Purpose, with a lifetime
of Success, Happiness and Abundant Prosperity. About his other Books . . . This
author’s other publications are entitled “Theology of Prosperity” “Finance and
Romance” “Dynamics of Money and Power” and “ Wealth and Riches.” About
his Speaking . . . Your Author has hosted his own Television Christian Financial
Talk Show and is available for Preaching and Speaking engagements. “My
people are destroyed for lack of knowledge.” Hosea 4:6 website:
www.donaldreid.org
The book describes a marvelous change in handling finances bringing
confidence into a household of uncertainty and power into a household of fear.
The New Financial Nature changes worry into confidence with power from the
Holy Spirit. Individually the change is awesome. The book also exposes us to
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sinful, hurtful, and corrupt financial transactions. Your personal money nature is
the sum of qualities, temperament, values, and worldview making you distinct
from others. The New Financial Nature is a change in all personal characteristics
about money from the inside out, from a change in heart, formed by the Holy
Spirit. With the New Financial Nature the budget balances not because of
computer software, or intensified guilt, or a motivating life coach, but because a
change in heart changes the desire, the hunger for things replacing these
pushers with a new contentment, a new satisfaction, a new financial peace. The
heart is changed by the power of God so we are governed by new and holy
motives. The change is extraordinary and affects work habits, entertainment,
saving, giving, and attitudes in financial storms. We live in a sinful world with
unholy motives and hurtful financial transactions around us in families,
companies, and government. Practicing Christians are to be a light in the midst of
this dark financial world and with a New Financial Nature we have power to say
no and turn away from enticing unholy activities and power to overcome financial
struggles in innovative ways. Douglas C. Knisely is a Certified Public Accountant
and a former Certified Financial Planner with master degrees in business and
religion. The author experienced God working financial miracles when starting a
sole proprietorship and persevered him through financial storms including a
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business failure and stage four non-Hodgkin's lymphoma.
Many believe in the notion of prosperity in God but only few really know how to
work it out. This misunderstanding has led to lots of struggles for Christians to
make ends meet. But it takes a revelation from the Holy Spirit to understand and
apply God's principle for your prosperity. God's principle to ensure a successful
life for His children is straightforward. The treasure has always been there, but
only few could access it, but now it has been made known. The book, "God's final
Word for your financial freedom" is valid to the letter. It is designed to usher you
into a place of freedom financially and otherwise in God and at the same time
help you to strengthen your relationship and faith in Him. There are better ways
of doing things in God and living in satisfaction as a Christian. You can hardly be
a success and find fulfillment in life if you don't walk in God's principle for your
life. The struggles are unnecessary. Be warned nonetheless that this is not a getrich-quick solution to living successfully as a Christian, but one thing remains
clear: it is a foolproof method to help you come out of your struggles to living a
fulfilled life in Christ. Make up your mind to fall into God's plan for your life.
Sometimes, there are many ways to get something done, but in this matter, there
is only one way to get it done with happiness and fulfillment. Get the Word and
act on it then watch life taking a new turn and becoming more meaningful for you.
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About this Book . . . Removing the obstacles and roadblocks that get in the way
of our enjoyment of the Abundant life of Love, Health, Happiness and Prosperity
that Almighty God has created for us all is the mission and goal of this
publication. About his other Books . . . The author’s other publications are
entitled the “Secrets of the Holy Spirit” the “Theology of Prosperity” the
”Theology of Wealth” and the “Theology of Money” just to mention a few. About
his Speaking . . . Your Author has hosted his own Television Christian Financial
Talk Show and is available for Preaching and Speaking engagements. Please
visit our website for details.
Are you having challenges in your finances? Are you worried about how you can
have perpetual control over the forces of darkness ministering confusion into your
life and aspirations? Do you believe your prosperity is still within reach, and can
be received and sustained? This book is meant to transform every ugly situation
the devil has orchestrated your way and install God's agenda for your life. This
book will equip you with over 230 Holy Spirit inspired prayers for deliverance,
prosperity and divine favor that will strengthen you spiritually to win the devil
hands down always, and claim your detained and in-coming blessings, in a way
never before. The prayers in this book are not meant to be prayed casually, they
are highly spiritual. There is no other book like this book. Why? This is because
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the prayers were released to me by the Holy Spirit for you while meditating on
over 120 special scriptures that will command financial release over your life.
Friend, As I read each passage, by virtue of my gifts of prophecy and healing, the
Holy Spirit instantly released those prayers, and I put them down as I heard the
Holy Spirit spoke to my spirit. So you can see clearly that these prayers were not
formulated or guessed. This is why I'm fully convinced that this book will be of
immense blessings to you. The prayers in this book covers all areas of your life,
you will only be able to appreciate the book when you go through all the prayers.
This is because the prayers are spiritually discerned and arranged. You are to
pray the prayers in this book with all seriousness. Pray most of them repeatedly
before moving to the next prayer. These prayers would be very great during your
special midnight prayers. Furthermore, since these prayers were released while
meditating on God's word, you can pray this prayer perfectly even if you don't
have access to the Holy Bible during your prayer time. I look forward to your
arrays of testimonies as you read this book and add the wisdom and Grace in it
to your life and family.
Robin H. Meeks is an environmental services manager and certified nursing
assistant in suburban Chicago. Her husband is a computer virtuoso. Meet the
rest of her family, which includes God.My Words: Gateway to Financial Freedom
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features ways to manage your finances, and tells how to get out of debt and stay
out of debt. The author believes our first concern should be helping others, and
then God will come on board to help us. Her manual on financial freedom covers
a period of twelve years in her family's life, as they go from debt to finding God
lighting the way to financial strength."This book by Robin Meeks emerges directly
from her personal experiences with God and the pages of scripture. She speaks
of the importance of the Tithe and the benefits of living God's Word. If you are
looking for ways to understand sowing and reaping or simply want to get the
most of your financial portfolio we encourage you to read this book." - Dr.
Stephen and Kellie Swisher, Kenneth Copeland Ministries"Wonderfully written
and based on sound biblical scripture! By following God's Word regarding sowing
and tithing, Robin tells her amazing story of how her family was removed from
debt and how GOD continued to bless them! This book will touch your heart
through scripture that will inspire you to GIVE in God's name." - Kerry Richards,
Realtor 2Mac Home and Ranch Realty.
The future can seem unstable when you are faced with financial drought. Financial
problems can affect every area of your life including health and relationships. At times
you might even begin to worry about finances from the time you wake up until the time
you go to sleep, and this can cause lot of restlessness. Verbateen Wilson can help with
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her Higher Plans Financial Tracking Workbook. You will learn how to let the Holy Spirit
be your financial teacher. The book contains real-life examples of how the Holy Spirit
can help you reach your financial goals. Its many worksheets, with biblical references,
will help you see exactly where your money is (and should be) going. Don’t let financial
stresses keep you mired in what-ifs. Let Higher Plans Financial Tracking Workbook and
the Holy Spirit help you realize the full financial purpose God has already set for your
life.
The Holy Spirit, Your Financial AdvisorGod's Plan for Debt-Free Money
ManagementFaithWords
A previous move of God, traditions, religion systems, human philosophy, perverse
science, secular world view and doctrine of men can hinder the present work of God.
When Jesus was doing his earthly ministry, it was the political figures, the religious
leaders and followers of Judaism of the day, who opposed fresh move of God. Today
the Holy Spirit is moving in a special way and God requires his people to respond well
and respect his work and word. The God we worship and serve, he is a God of motion
and mobility. God is never stationery or stagnant. But our God is the mighty God at
work! What the Holy Spirit did in the book of acts he is doing today. The Holy Spirit
wants the church, Christians and ministers of the gospel to produce much fruit, increase
and multiply. It is very surprising how in the book of acts everywhere there was
fruitfulness, increase and multiplication! Yet today the people of God settle for the least
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instead of Gods best. God requires you to be fruitful, increase and multiply in your
entire life. Allow the Holy Spirit to work with your life and achieve his mighty progress.
Look worldwide see and hear what God is doing and saying. The move of the Holy
Spirit is here! Be part of it, Serve God and support the work of God.
Designed to aide Christians in establishing the core truths of the Bible, understanding
their practical applications for everyday life, and empowering Christians to live a
dynamic Christian life.
*** Download this book for FREE today *** Destined to Win: Inspiration for Winning in
Turbulent Times ***Please Note: This is a Christian Self Help Book with Bible
references*** Did you know God has given you the power to achieve anything you set
out to achieve? The goal of this book is to open your mind to the possibilities and
opportunities for creating a life full of joy and satisfaction. Are you ready to take control
of your life and become a winner? Let’s get started… In Isaiah 40:31, the Word of God
says, "But they that wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength; they shall mount up
with wings as eagles; they shall run, and not be weary; and they shall walk, and not
faint." Other Available Books: *The Power of Positive Affirmations: Each Day a New
Beginning *Bitcoin and Digital Currency for Beginners: The Basic Little Guide.
*Christian Books: The Book of Christian Inspiration - (4 Books) *Investing in Gold and
Silver Bullion - The Ultimate Safe Haven Investments. *In The Pursuit of Wisdom: The
Principal Thing *The Dividend Millionaire: Investing for Income and Winning in the
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Stock Market. *Economic Crisis: Surviving Global Currency Collapse - Safeguard Your
Financial Future with Silver and Gold. *Passionate about Stock Investing: The Quick
Guide to Investing in the Stock Market. *Guide to Investing in the Nigerian Stock
Market. *Building Wealth with Dividend Stocks in the Nigerian Stock Market (Dividends
- Stocks Secret Weapon). *Precious Metals Investing For Beginners: The Quick Guide
to Platinum and Palladium. *Child Millionaire: Stock Market Investing for Beginners How to Build Wealth the Smart Way for Your Child - The Basic Little Guide. *Taming
the Tongue: The Power of Spoken Words. *The Real Estate Millionaire: Beginners
Quick Start Guide to Investing In Properties and Learn How to Achieve Financial
Freedom. *Business: How to Quickly Make Real Money - Effective Methods to Make
More Money: Easy and Proven Business Strategies for Beginners to Earn Even More
Money in Your Spare Time. *Finance: Cloud Computing, Cyber Security and Cyber
Heist - Beginners Guide to Help Protect Against Online Theft in the Cyber World.
*Money: Small Business Opportunities - Money Making Ideas - Start Your Own
Business for Beginners - Escape the Rat Race and Be Your Own Boss.
In this outstanding work, Dag Heward-Mills examines the ministry of miracles, healings,
signs and wonders. He addresses the mystical subject of supernatural power and its
little understood manifestations. Within the pages of this book, you will discover how to
lift your ministry from the dry and ordinary into the world of the supernatural!
Finally Learn the Shocking Truth about God's Plan for Your Financial Freedom! God's
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will for you is financial freedom. Yet, a large percentage of Christians are barely making
it from one week to the next. Why does it seem so hard to ever get ahead in life and
why are so many believers living under a mountain of debt? Find out about one young
couple's journey from poverty and failure to prosperity and success. Learn why they
were continually giving offerings, but only found themselves deeper in debt. They lived
in a run-down rental house and had to search furniture just to find change to go out to
eat at McDonald's. Then read about the one prayer that changed their lives forever.
Soon their debts were paid off. They moved into a home with 18.5 acres which they
paid off in less than a year. They gave more in offerings in one year's time than they
used to earn combined in 3 years before. Finding out what they prayed and how you
can pray the same prayer will change your life forever. You've been taught God wants
to prosper you, but you've never been given a step-by-step roadmap of how to get
there. You've been told what God's will is, but you've never been taught HOW to
accomplish it. In this step-by-step practical study, Brother Dean teaches you how to
receive and walk in the blessings God has provided for you: - How to Walk in Financial
Blessings Every Day of Your Life - Why Giving and Receiving Doesn't Work for Most
Believers - How the Cross of Christ Sets You Free from Poverty and Lack - 7 Simple
Steps To Getting Out of Debt - How God Protects You from Danger and Disaster in
your Life - The 1 Prayer You should Begin Praying Immediately - What Solomon did to
Become the Wealthiest Personon Earth - 1 Habit which Guarantees Success in Every
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Area of Life
ROBBING PETER TO PAY PAUL IS BONDAGE God is bigger than your financial
struggles Take this forty-day journey by responding in obedience to the assignments
outlined in this book, and allow God to give you wisdom in managing your finances and
moving toward stability. RememberGod is leading you on this journey. Invoke the Holy
Spirit, through prayer, to provide the insights into your specific financial situation that
will bring about change. Because of the wisdom you will gain through these exercises,
you will experience significant breakthroughs in many areas of your finances and you
will protect your assets.
Most people are cautious about any advice they receive concerning their finances. But what if
that advice were to come from the Holy Spirit, the third person of the Trinity' In The Holy Spirit,
Your Financial Advisor, Dr. Creflo Dollar investigates what the Bible has to say about the role
of the Holy Spirit in the area of making and keeping money and discovers some surprising
truths. In this book, readers will discover that the Holy Spirit will help them . . . -Know what
God's word says about the person and work of the Holy Spirit -Hear and obey the guidance
provided by the Holy Spirit -Access supernatural power to manage money -Apply practical
knowledge to take control of finances -Tap into the wisdom of total life prosperity -Change a
poverty mindset -Discover God's system of seedtime and harvest -Practice true success
Practical application questions and activities at the end of each chapter provide the reader with
further helpful strategies for obtaining financial freedom.
Most people are cautious about any advice they receive concerning their finances. But what if
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that advice were to come from the Holy Spirit, the third person of the Trinity? In The Holy Spirit,
Your Financial Advisor, Dr. Creflo Dollar investigates what the Bible has to say about the role
of the Holy Spirit in the area of making and keeping money and discovers some surprising
truths. In this book, readers will discover that the Holy Spirit will help them . . . Know what
God's word says about the person and work of the Holy Spirit Hear and obey the guidance
provided by the Holy Spirit Access supernatural power to manage money Apply practical
knowledge to take control of finances Tap into the wisdom of total life prosperity Change a
poverty mindset Discover God's system of seedtime and harvest Practice true success
Practical application questions and activities at the end of each chapter provide the reader with
further helpful strategies for obtaining financial freedom.
One day, I was in my room, and I was thinking, and I was like, God if only you would drop an
idea in me that will make me financially buoyant for a lifetime. Unluckily for me, I just got
sacked after only three months of getting a new job. I was PERPLEXED and frustrated until the
day I prayed in my heart, and the Holy Spirit said, Hey Sammy, pick up your pen. I was like,
"Pick up my pen?"You wouldn't believe it; but that pen I picked up that day, made me
financially established up until now... Until you believe in God and have complete faith in Him,
you might struggle to stand out in life. I made the MONEY I never made in several years in one
year all because of some powerful prayers I prayed...This led me to ask God, "Won't You even
wait for me to call before You answer?" His reply was, "No. There is a company of people who,
before they call, I answer, and while they are yet speaking, I am on the line to perform." You
can provoke HEAVENLY response without utterance. You can secure divine financial
interventions without crying your eyes out.The violent prayers in this book do not cancel or take
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the place of speaking and making UTTERANCES in prayer; it is only an extra depth in
communicating with God. It is knowing how to position yourself in the realm of answers without
tears. A realm where God contends with all that fight with you, without you having to ask Him.
It is a realm where God silences all the PARASITES eating up your financial blessings. It is a
realm where you can reach heaven and receive from heaven - a realm where you compel
things to happen on their own accord.So, winning the financial war is not only a function of
INTERCESSIONS, supplications, and prayers of agreement; other direct avenues to God,
bring you victory without a sweat. I call it operating God's private lines - the violent prayer
frequency. If you want to be a SUCCESSFUL thinker, there is a need to separate yourself from
the noise and row of activities and create quietness around you.It's time to work on your
IMAGINATION so that you can be free from all frustrations. Your vision is a pace-setter for
your destiny; it determines how far you go in life. That means you must put a leash on your
mind, so it doesn't lead you to destruction. Let me be honest with you; financial breakthrough
will never be possible if you don't conceive financial BUOYANCY in your mind. Whatever your
DESIRE from God, act it, and God will respond. If He responded to Ahab (that wicked king),
how much more will He respond to you, the son of His love? If you believe that when you pray
according to His will, God hears you and that if He hears, you have received your PETITION,
then act it. Stop looking sorrowful and mournful, because no good thing will He withhold from
you. After praying these prayers, don't tell me you are jobless and then stay at home all day,
SLEEPING. You should get up every morning, dress up faster than those who have jobs and
be on your way out. If anybody asks where you are going, say, "I'm going to work." You have
PRAYED to God for a job, and He has heard you, but the job won't come to you on your bed,
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you have to go for it.Don't tell me you are broke after you have prayed to be financially stable.
When you pray these prayers, believe it will come to pass.. If you desire to be strong, and you
say you are strong, then look strong. Act wealthy, and you will be prosperous.When you allow
God's Word to determine your actions, you can't miss divine intervention. Don't only confess
your desires; act it! Let it show in everything you do.All the Violent prayers in this book will
grant direct access to God. However, they call for self- discipline, and COMMITMENT, to
operate in them. You will never have to sweat again to get answers to command financial
breakthroughs and issues troubling your life, in Jesus' name.
About this Book . . . This book is like a master key that unlocks the doors leading to Divine
Prosperity and Spiritual Success, thereby guaranteeing us an even closer encounter with
Almighty God, the Ultimate Source of all Wealth. About his other Books . . . This author's other
publications are entitled "Secrets of the Holy Spirit" "Finance and Romance" "Dynamics of
Money and Power" and "Wealth and riches." About his speaking . . . Your Author has hosted
his own Television Christian Financial Talk Show and is available for Speaking engagements.
"My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge." Hosea 4:6 website: www.donaldreid.org
The desire of everyone on earth is to be prosperous, live healthy and be fulfilled in life.
Unfortunately, this aspiration tends not to manifest easily, as financial intelligence is mandatory
for the attainment of financial freedom, which in turn, will spontaneously trigger off great health
and fulfillment. This book is specially written to usher you into prosperity and abundance
spiritually. Furthermore, this book is intended to deliver God's promises and covenant of
blessings to you, as it offers over 300 powerful prayers for the release of detained blessings,
money and favor, in a way that you will continually experience life of bliss. The prayers in this
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book are not meant to be prayed casually, they are highly spiritual. There is no other book like
this book. Why? This is because the prayers were released to me by the Holy Spirit for you
while meditating on over 120 special scriptures that will command financial release over your
life. Friend, As I read each passage, by virtue of my gifts of prophecy and healing, the Holy
Spirit instantly released those prayers, and I put them down as I heard the Holy Spirit spoke to
my spirit. So you can see clearly that these prayers were not formulated or guessed. This is
why I'm fully convinced that this book will be of immense blessings to you. The prayers in this
book covers all areas of your life, you will only be able to appreciate the book when you go
through all the prayers. This is because the prayers are spiritually discerned and arranged.
You are to pray the prayers in this book with all seriousness. Pray most of them repeatedly
before moving to the next prayer. These prayers would be very great during your special
midnight prayers. Furthermore, since these prayers were released while meditating on God's
word, you can pray this prayer perfectly even if you don't have access to the Holy Bible during
your prayer time. I look forward to your arrays of testimonies as you read this book and add the
wisdom and Grace in it to your life and family.
God's Word says that our God shall supply all our needs according to his riches in glory by
Christ Jesus. The scripture cannot be broken. But we wondered daily why many people are
suffering financial hardships and calamities. Worst still, many people have tried in some ways
to overcome these seemingly helpless situations to no avail. This is why this book has been
specially written to help you win the battles against kingdom of darkness that have been
attacking your finances and well being, and attract uncommon blessings to your life now. To
this end, this book contains Over 220 Powerful Warfare and Night Prayers for Protection,
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Financial Prosperity and financial Intelligence that will bring Satan's influence in your life to an
end and trigger the release of your detained blessings, having found special favor from God as
you pray your way through with this book. The prayers in this book are not meant to be prayed
casually, they are highly spiritual. There is no other book like this book. Why? This is because
the prayers were released to me by the Holy Spirit for you while meditating on over 150 special
scriptures that will command financial release over your life. Friend, As I read each passage,
by virtue of my gifts of prophecy and healing, the Holy Spirit instantly released those prayers,
and I put them down as I heard the Holy Spirit spoke to my spirit. So you can see clearly that
these prayers were not formulated or guessed. This is why I'm fully convinced that this book
will be of immense blessings to you. The prayers in this book covers all areas of your life, you
will only be able to appreciate the book when you go through all the prayers. This is because
the prayers are spiritually discerned and arranged. You are to pray the prayers in this book
with all seriousness. Pray most of them repeatedly before moving to the next prayer. These
prayers would be very great during your special midnight prayers. Furthermore, since these
prayers were released while meditating on God's word, you can pray this prayer perfectly even
if you don't have access to the Holy Bible during your prayer time. I look forward to your arrays
of testimonies as you read this book and add the wisdom and Grace in it to your life and family.
Anyone desiring financial prosperity will welcome this revealing and effective insight into how
God has promised to richly bless us and give us abundance. When it comes to going to the
next level in life, the area of finances is one in which God desires to increase and expand us to
greater levels. As we prioritize our finances and commit to making God's way of doing things
our primary focus, we can begin to experience the financial blessing God promises in His
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Word. In YOU'RE SUPPOSED TO BE WEALTHY, Creflo Dollar gives spiritual and practical
wisdom on how to position yourself for financial increase. Not only must you activate spiritual
principles such as walking by faith and obedience, but you must also learn how to operate in a
level of stewardship that demonstrates character, responsibility, and wisdom.
This book will give you the motivation, inspiration and power-packed ideas that you need to
bring your legacy to life. It will show you a super successful way of generating money in
millions, inspire change, help the needy and reach people of all ages. The mission of the book
is to turn millions of ordinary people into multi-millionaires in a way that is pleasing to God. The
book will teach you how to make full use of the talent and skills you have been blessed with by
God so that you can build thriving businesses and make more money, become wealthy and
prosperous. It will make you expand your vision, clarify your purpose and change your financial
situation for life. The book will reveal many more ways leading you to hidden riches. You need
to read this book in order to unveil the way to unfailing prosperity. It will also show you healing
scripture for many diseases including:- Diabetes, Arthritis, Asthma, abdominal and stomach
problems. Abimbola Cole Idris shares the God given revelation that changed her life and
shows you how to apply the same principles of becoming a millionaire to your own life She is a
respectable woman of God, her calling is in the area of prosperity, healing and caring. Abi Cole
Idris is the writer and author of the best selling books called How to become a millionaire in a
way that is dignifying to God and How to spring from a nobody to a millionaire (with all rights
reserved). She is a motivational speaker, a coach and a teacher of success skills. She is the
CEO and founder of God Transformation Clinic and The Lord's Ambassador Organization .
Abimbola Cole Idris is the Pastor and Prophetess of God Promises International Christian
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Centre . Her passion to see the body of Christ delivered from the spirit of poverty, receive
wealth transformation and stay prosperous. Pastor Abimbola is also an editor, a speaker,
trainer, coach and consultant on prosperity, healing and wealth creation.
Psalm 45:1"My heart is stirred by a noble theme as I recite my verses for the king; my tongue
is the pen of a skillful writer." "Financial troubles in a person's life are caused by
circumstances, like; evil forces of the dark spiritual realm like the spirit of lack and poverty, war,
social and economic instability in countries, economic recessions and financial market
crushing, natural disasters, unforeseeable disasters, other people's evil doings against others,
hearts and mind and hands that denies justified compensation to those who deserve, robbery,
loss of jobs, brokenness of businesses, human conflicts like envy, malice and hatred, divorce,
terminal, chronic and rare illnesses, wrong choices and mistakes made by individuals in their
own financial matters and failure to save. The list goes on and on and each person afflicted by
financial troubles has a peculiar circumstance or situation." This book of anointed verses for
powerful financial healing is meant to draw people closer to God in matters concerning their
finances and lacking. In everything to do with economical gains or losses, this book is healing
and opens the mouth of the reader in supplication, asking from God and drinking his Word of
giving in the form of his living and active Word from the Holy Bible. Metaphysical? If there is
something you are failing to understand concerning your finances, turn to God Almighty for
healing. These financial healing verses will become fruitful and fulfilling, removing and
eradicating the spirit of poverty and lack from your life. Practical! When you listen, and follow
the pattern and guidance in the verses, and do what the Word of God commands you to do,
you breakthrough, there is good change. Supernatural! The floodgates of heaven will be
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unlocked and opened for you as the Word of God speaks to you, protects you in the areas that
bring finances to your life and heal you with a smooth pouring of financial blessing healing flow
that washes away and removes the spirit of lack from your life. The order of things will be
rightly connected for you by God Almighty himself who causes a chain reaction of goodwill in
your financial circumstances. You do not have to live a stressful and a losing life in terms of
finances. You need to trust in God's protecting and healing power in everything and your heart,
mind and life will be stabilized and be at great peace as you absorb the contents of this healing
book. Dwell in these financial healing verses in this book and you will be joyful with
thanksgiving to God Almighty who is the Word that is living and active in your life and for your
life. We know that the world was created by God, the earth and everything in it belongs to God
and he is able to give and to protect, causing things to change from negative to positive.
The Plan will help you reflect on the fact that God has a plan for your life, which includes a
mission that you were uniquely equipped to accomplish. You will discover the key to unlocking
the financial resources provided by God to successfully complete His plan for your life and
come away with the assurance that nothing can stand in the way of receiving your financial
blessing. You will be comforted by the fact that it is never too late receive your financial
blessing, no matter what the current circumstance. Finally, The Plan will reveal Gods ultimate
purpose for His financial blessing and prepare you to hear the words well done good and
faithful servant, enter into the joy of the Lord . ( Matthew 25: 23)
About this Book . . . This book is like a master key that unlocks the doors leading to Divine
Prosperity and Spiritual Success, thereby guaranteeing us an even closer encounter with
Almighty God, the Ultimate Source of all Wealth. About his other Books . . . This author’s other
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publications are entitled “Secrets of the Holy Spirit” “Finance and Romance” “Dynamics of
Money and Power” and “Wealth and riches.” About his speaking . . . Your Author has hosted
his own Television Christian Financial Talk Show and is available for Speaking engagements.
“My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge.” Hosea 4:6 website: www.donaldreid.org
It's time for the Body of Christ to break free from the spirit of debt, lack and poverty and step
into the financial abundance the Father has prepared just for us. Throughout the Bible, God
always prospered His people but something dramatically and radically wrong has happened to
today's New Testament believer. We have bought into an erroneous doctrine which has crept
in through the pulpit. This doctrine says there is something wrong with Christians who want to
and who do prosper financially. Your Father doesn't want you making due with just enough or
living from one paycheck to another. No! He said He wants you to be blessed and be a
blessing until all ends of the earth are blessed. This part of the Gospel of the Kingdom must go
to all ends of the earth just like salvation, healing and deliverance. In order to do this, it's going
to take some MONEY. This powerful volume has been breathed on by the Holy Spirit Himself.
He will open up your heart to receive His truths in the area of financial abundance. You hold in
your hands the Biblical keys to break out of whatever financial prison you are in today. You'll
learn how to Break out of Poverty Into Financial Abundance!
God Wants You to Prosper! God's Word is full of financial promises and His desire for you to
have an abundant life. As you read and declare God's Word over your finances, faith will begin
to build in your heart for these promises to come to pass. You will receive the wisdom of God
and have His Word working behind the scenes on your behalf! The book of Proverbs states
that life and death are in the power of the tongue. What you talk about, you bring to pass. Start
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declaring these Scripture Confessions for yourself and your loved ones and set your life on
course for an abundant future!
Are you ready to cultivate wealth so you can be free from daily bondage? Do you find it
confusing to understand God's plan for your finances among the many financial voices in our
world? Have you struggled to live on a budget, but within months it is out of the window? Have
you accumulated large sums of money, but still feel empty deep inside? In his first nationally
published book, Eternal Economics, pastor, business owner and author Marcus Benjamin
prepares to bring a fresh wind to the financial landscape of your life. He will guide you to
financial victory as you discover: The 4 eternal laws of Finance How to separate yourself from
materialism How to set up a budget that works How to receive a spiritual harvest from your
giving every time How to walk on water financially, and much more After reading this timely
and easy to understand financial roadmap, you are sure to be on the road to spiritual and
financial victory. About the Author Marcus Benjamin is the Senior Pastor of Champions Faith
Center in Bishopville, SC and the co-founder Higher Financial Ministries. He holds a B.S. in
Business Administration & Management from Winthrop University. He has experience in
banking and financial services. He is also a Certified Budget Counselor through Crown
Financial Ministries of Georgia. Although the above accomplishments are great, Pastor Marcus
is quick to assert that none of these take precedent over the wisdom and anointing of the Holy
Spirit. Marcus and his lovely wife Omeka are the blessed parents of two wonderful children
Marcus Isaiah & Destiny Gabrielle. They currently reside in Sumter, SC.
There has to be a deep searching out in the heart for forgiveness and repentance in order to
walk in the favour of the Lord: a thoroughly cleansing of the heart, being washed with the love
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of Christ - that brings it back to the place within, in which Christ intended to be. Unanswered
prayers are hidden in this mystery of Christ. They are hidden because many don’t allow time
in Christ to work its way through it. Forgiveness and repentance lead to financial breakthrough
but also the blessings and favour from the Lord that He truly wants His people to experience
and live in. Do you have: Unanswered prayers in your financial situation? Unanswered prayers
in your relationships? Unanswered prayers in your family life? Unanswered prayers for things
that money can’t buy: a child, a spouse or a job?
‘Riches of Heaven upon Earth!’ provides the readers with 21 wealth-making principles that will
lead to the attainment of a victorious lifestyle. The book demonstrates that money is a defense,
and therefore implies that anyone without a tough wall is defenseless against the threat of
living a debt-ridden lifestyle. The author rejects the belief that enjoying wealth on earth from
heaven is not a birthright. As such, the book share various practical strategies for cleansing
finances from Debt from a Biblical perspective. The books shares how you can enter into a
blessed zone and thus partake in Riches of Heaven upon Earth! Dear reader are you stuck in
the valley of the dry bones, dry bills, dry relationships, and dry careers? Do you feel like a
Better Lifestyle is passing you by? Then I invite you to join me in this book then you can
partake on the journey to financial transformation and the Heavenly Father’s Riches of
Heaven upon Earth can bless us! The books shares financial transformation life-cycle model
that you can implement in your life from a Biblical perspective so that you can behold the
Riches of Heaven upon Earth! The books shares how you can create your Boston Consulting
Group (BCG) growth share matrix so that you can tap into the riches that the Heavenly Father
has made available for you. The book also shares SMART principles of financial
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transformation from a Biblical perspective that will radically enrich your soul and spirit that you
may experience the riches that the Heavenly Father has predestined for you. The book shares
the spiral model for creating eight sources of income prototype as that is the purpose of the
Father in your life. The book shares various tools for financial transformation such as Financial
Vision Evaluation Matrix and the SWOT analysis so that equipped with the knowledge of your
strengths, weaknesses, potential opportunities and threats you can take charge of your
financial destiny all the days of your life. A Binding Agreement Form, which will help you in
breaking poverty cycle as you make a pledge to yourself to that you shall experience the
Father’s Riches of Heaven upon Earth in the land of the living. In addition, shares powerful
lessons from people referred to as “the man of God” and shows you how you can replicate
their life lessons so that you can be all that the Father has planned in your life. The book
shares a framework for breaking curses from a Biblical perspective. The book shares how you
can break generational curses by making the conscious decision to accept the Father's
invitation to enter into His blessed zone, where there is an abundant supply for both tangible
and intangible riches beyond human comprehension. The book will share with you just how
beholding the Heavenly Father can be your greatest life transforming precious treasure I pray
that you shall be blessed as you join me in my own journey from nothing into something by the
grace of the Heavenly Father, which He bestows even to the most undeserving
The foundation is the most important part of any building. If it isn't stable, the entire structure is
sure to fall. It's the same in the spirit realm. God plans for you to grow financially as you grow
spiritually (3 John 2). True prosperity must be built on a solid foundation of the Word and
fellowship with the Father. In Build Your Financial Foundation by Gloria Copeland, you'll
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discover: - Scriptural insights into money management - The importance of building a solid
spiritual foundation - The value of being faithful in little things. Begin construction on your
dreams today learn how to Build Your Financial Foundation!
There is no gainsaying that God's plan concerning every man on earth is that he prospers and
be in health. Unfortunately, many people suffer lack, and most times, are not successful in
whatever they lay their hands on. This is not the will of God for such people. Satan - the age
long enemy of man is responsible for this, using his emissaries to afflict his victims in the
kingdom of darkness. This book is specially packaged to put an end to such afflictions from the
kingdom of darkness, as it offers over 200 inspired Prayers that will attract money, financial
ideas and favor of God and man into your life. The prayers in this book are not meant to be
prayed casually, they are highly spiritual. There is no other book like this book. Why? This is
because the prayers were released by the Holy Spirit while meditating on over 150 special
scriptures that will command financial release over your life. Friend, As I read each passage,
by virtue of my gifts of prophecy and healing, the Holy Spirit instantly released those prayers,
and I put them down as I heard the Holy Spirit spoke to my spirit. So you can see clearly that
these prayers were not formulated or guessed. This is why I'm fully convinced that this book
will be of immense blessings to you. The prayers in this book covers all areas of your life, you
will only be able to appreciate the book when you go through all the prayers. This is because
the prayers are spiritually discerned and arranged. You are to pray the prayers in this book
with all seriousness. Pray most of them repeatedly before moving to the next prayer. These
prayers would be very great during your special midnight prayers. Furthermore, since these
prayers were released while meditating on God's word, you can pray this prayer perfectly even
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if you don't have access to the Holy Bible during your prayers. I look forward to your arrays of
testimonies as you read this book and add the wisdom and Grace in it to your life and family.
Do you want the encouragement and wisdom to propel your life on a new course away from
mere success to true significance? In this book, author Joseph Chew provides master
principles on which we can lead a happy life touched by Christ. You will learn about riches and
wealth, love and sacrifice, and Gods view of money, assets including talents and skills with a
blend of personal insight and true-life examples from Josephs own life lessons. You Will
Discover * The mindset we should have when it comes to money and abundance, * How to
follow God's design for your business and life, * How to see your gifts as a way to transform
lives, * How to recognise Miracles in your life, * Strategies to cast the vision God has given
you, * How to persevere in life even when things aren't going as planned. The Path To
Success And Happiness is an inspiring and highly practical guide that can be easily applied to
create success in all areas of your life.
Do you know as a Christian, you are called to be a good ADMINISTRATOR over money and
wealth with which God has provided for you? As a Christian, one of the mistakes you can
make is to invest your hard earned money wrongly. Yes, It is great to make money and invest,
but most importantly, you must never make investment mistakes that will ruin your financial life.
As a child of God who is constantly guided by the Holy Spirit, you should be wise enough to do
or get things right when it comes to investing your hard earned money. Have YOU Ever
thought of strategies you need to remain FINANCIALLY BUOYANT, and free from debts for a
lifetime? When you can embrace, make difficult things simple, you will always make
PROFITABLE decisions that will secure your FUTURE!Proverbs 6:6-8 says, Take a lesson
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from the ants, you lazybones. Learn from their ways and become wise! Though they have no
prince or governor or ruler to make them work, they labor hard all summer, gathering food for
the winter. New Living Translation (NLT)When I was six, my friend Betty and I thought it would
be entertaining to see what it means to play football outside the house. We started playing, and
before we knew it, the ball fell inside a well. I was stunned and was like, if we don't get this ball,
my mother will be mad at me. I said, Betty, get the ball inside the well...I resolved by saying,
"You can do it!Before I had an opportunity to say any other word, Betty went flying inside the
well, and before we knew it, she was drowning! I screamed at the top of my voice. Someone
help me, please.... My friend is drowning! Luckily for me, an older friend was passing by...
Immediately, he pulled off his shoes and stretched his hand. I don't know what he did, but all I
remember was that my older friend saved Betty. "Oops," I said, giggling at my friend, who was
slammed against the opposite wall. The Holy Spirit at work. "Was that cool?"Poor little Betty
looked at me with a bemused grin, and then she burst into tears. I can't recollect what
unfinished story we ultimately invented to cover up what we'd done, but I do remember
precisely the experience taught me two significant things. The first was, " never jump inside a
well you don't know how deep it is." The second was that while it's necessary to learn from
your own mistakes, it's a better idea and a much safer one to learn from other people.I recall all
this because both these lessons are essential when you're trying to decide how to invest. The
truth is, when it comes to genuine investment, many of us act like four-year-olds jumping inside
a well. That is, we test ignorantly, and invariably wind up making some terrible mistake that
sends us rolling across the room in financial shock.Throughout this Book, we're going to focus
on what I consider to be the ten most "demoralizing" mistakes that Christian investors should
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never make. I hope that as a result of analyzing other people's mistakes, you'll be able to avoid
the unpleasant and expensive experience of having to make a mistake that will ruin
YOU!Furthermore, I will be talking much on paying off your mortgage. Forget all these crap
stories you hear around. I will practically be telling you how to pay off your mortgage in less
than 30 years. I will be exposing the working method that I guarantee will make you happy for
a lifetime. Let me be frank with you, without discipline, nothing worthwhile is achievable. Who
told you; you can't complete the paying off of your mortgage in 5-20 years? I will be giving you
some practical strategy of paying it off in 5-20 years and rolling when on your bed at night.
Teaching that helps people understanding how they should work together to spread the gospel
and manage money in order to fulfill the Great Commission
In as much as God is interested in your financial well-being, so do devil is also interested in
your financial downfall and impoverishment. This book is written to aggressively address the
powers that will not allow you to enjoy financial, business and career breakthroughs.
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